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138 Good News...
"So what's your plan now?" Bo Xiao asked.
"Let's wait for a while when Mo Jinnan won't get any information about
Liu Juan, then Si Li will definitely kill Song Tianxin. Afterwards, it
wouldn't take time for them to become enemies. Once this is done, then
I will kill Mo Jinnan and put all the blame on Si Li and because of this,
we will again try to take Mo Liqin from Si Li and I am sure no one would
stop us from taking Mo Liqin from Si Li. Once I have Mo Liqin, then I will
kill him as well." Choi Sun took a sip of beer and explained his plan.
"What about Mo Jiang?" Bo Xiao asked.
Bo Xiao didn't forget about Mo Jiang because of Mo Jiang, Liu Juan left
him. How could he leave Mo Jiang then?...
"His wife and his son are his life. If both of them aren't alive, then
there is no purpose in his life as well. He will kill himself after seeing
his son dead body." Choi Sun said with a smile.
Then only Choi Sun's revenge would complete, by making Mo Jun to see the
dead bodies of sons and grandson.
"Smart plan." Liu Ruolan said with amused and clapped for him.
"Once your plan accomplishes, then we will move on towards Si Family. It's
been a long time, since Si Li has secured the position as the King of
Underworld. I think it's time for a change." Bo Xiao said.
"Afterwards, we won't have to require to live here and the boss will be
happy with us as well." Liu Ruolan said with a smile.

"I hope both of you won't forget my share." Choi Sun said.

"Of course," Liu Ruolan said with an evil smile and looked at Bo Xiao.
---The day for reading Elder Li's will had come.
Lu Lan had specifically worn spring moon qipao dress. She had done a light
make up and while her hairs were loose. She didn't wear any other pieces
of jewellery except the ring, which Si Li had given to her.
Si Li had specifically taken a day off for today. Si Li was standing in
front of the mirror while fixing his tie. He had worn his casual black
business suit.
At that moment, Lu Lan came towards him and stood behind him while her
one hand was on the back side of her body and said "Ready."
Si Li fixed his tie and turned around and said: "Hmm, Let's go."
"First, give me your hand." Lu Lan said and held her hand up and waiting
for him to place his hand.
Si Li's brow frowned, but still, he placed his right hand on her hand.
"Not this one hubby that one."
Si Li then placed his left hand on her hand.
Lu Lan moved her other hand on the front side of her body. She was holding
a box. She opened it and there was a ring inside it.
It was a simple ring like Si Li had given her, but the difference was the
letter 'LL' was engraved on the ring.
Si Li looked at the ring and then raised his brow and looked at her.
"Well, we are already married and we have decided to hold marriage. So
I have no intention to hide our relationship, especially in front of Lu

Family." Lu Lan said while putting the ring on his ring finger.
Did Lu Xuelon and Shu Han-You really think that just because Lu Lan was
an illegitimate child, she didn't have the right to marry a good person
like Si Li? (A/N: Cough Cough, please consider Si Li as a good person.)
Si Li looked at the ring and a smile appeared on his face. He liked it,
especially the letter of 'LL'.
It was the first time that Lu Lan had given him something like this. As
usually, she used to spend more time with him because she knew that Si
Li wasn't lacking any material things in his life and the thing, which
remained with you for the lifetime, was your memories with the person to
whom you love.
In fact, that was the things which Si Li liked about her the most. If he
hadn't had the responsibility of Si Corporation, he would have spent all
his time with her.
Si Li pulled her in his embrace and tenderly said: "Wifey, if you already
know that we are married. Then don't you think you should put more effects
on something important which will help to build our relationship more
stronger?"
Of course, Lu Lan would be an idiot, if she didn't understand the meaning
of 'something important'.
Now that the nightmares had stopped coming, therefore, Little Champ had
started sleeping in his room again and Si Li and Lu Lan got the time with
each other.
Si Li was still coming home late and he was already looked very tired.
However, Lu Lan couldn't understand that from where did he get so much
energy instantly when he pinned her under him?...
Lu Lan had no doubt about his stamina, but still, everything had their
end. However, this was not applicable to Si Li's stamina.
Lu Lan was suspending that they might be good news waiting for them because

he didn't use any protection and her periods were missed during this month.
It seemed that she needed to go to the doctor for a checkup soon.
"Mr Si, I have already put so much effect that I think now it's time for
us to go and look for the doctor." Lu Lan said with a mischievous smile.

